Safe Winter Safety Tips
Winter trucking safety tips for truckers: driving a tractor trailer in serious winter conditions, demands a specific set of skills for all drivers, especially big rig drivers. Too many drivers on the highways do not alter their driving skills, when driving in poor weather conditions, on snow-covered or icy roads. Good maneuvering and skid control skills are essential in poor weather. Knowledge and implementation of proper, preventative safety skills for
driving in poor conditions, can truly separate the professional drivers from the rest of the pack. They have
the smarts for making good decisions and knowing when conditions are not safe, and it’s time to ‘get off the road’.
Driving in bad weather, especially in snow and on ice, is risky due to more ‘ stop time’ required, poor visibility,
poor traction and the increased unpredictability of other drivers on the road. The job of a trucker becomes increasingly challenging, when handling a tractor trailer and load in foul winter weather.



Slow down – At fault accidents are mostly due to excessive speed. Driving at the speed limit may be legal,
but is always too fast for snow covered or icy road conditions. Take as much time as necessary.. DO NOT
HURRY. Speed kills. This rule should ALWAYS be at the top of any winter trucking safety tips list.



Keep a safe following distance – Leave plenty of room between your vehicle and the vehicle in front of your
truck, and beside your truck, when possible (approx. 1/4 mile).
 Don’t travel as part of a pack – Traffic seems to move in ‘packs’ on the highway. Find a safe way to get
away from the pack and travel alone, with the goal being to maximize the distance around your vehicle.
 Don’t follow the tail lights of the vehicle ahead – When the snow is so heavy, visibility is low, seeing the
tail lights of the vehicle ahead…means following too closely.
 Keep a safe driving distance back at all times, especially in bad weather. If the leader makes an error, you
will too. Trucks can leave the road, and yours could follow the lead truck off the road.
 Use good, solid judgment — If the weather is so severe that you need to get off the road….. do it. Find a
place to get off the road safely and wait until conditions are safe.
 Don’t stop on the shoulder of the road –– Especially in low visibility situations, when driving in winter, especially ‘blinding snow’, other vehicles can mistake your position for being on the road and as a result, may slam
into the back of your rig.
Don’t try to be a hero –– When the road conditions are severe, you need to recognize that it’s very dangerous
to be out there. Hours of service rules, dispatchers etc., are extra pressures when in a difficult, dangerous position. Don’t feel that you’re letting anyone down by not meeting a scheduled appointment. Communicate delays.
Braking – Some drivers like to use the jake brake in less than perfect weather conditions. Some don’t. DO NOT
ENGAGE THE JAKE BRAKE ON ICY ROADS. Try to avoid overusing your foot brake, unless the entire unit is absolutely ‘straight’ on the road. Don’t over brake when the entire unit isn’t straight… the trailer can slide and spin
you out of your position…..the truck slows down, and the trailer does not. This is especially true, when the trailer
is empty.
Ensure ‘all systems’ are a go — Be absolutely certain during your circle check before you leave, that the defroster and heater are working properly. Wipers, wiper motor, lights, esp. brake and tail lights, washer fluid is
topped up, drain moisture from the air tanks, all brakes are set up and windows and mirrors are completely clean
before departure.
Keep fuel tanks topped up, for extra weight over the drive tires, to aid with traction. Good quality lug tires,
with the proper tire pressure, are essential for good traction for the best safe winter driving.



Keep tractor and trailer lights clean — When you’re able to stop in a safe place, clear the lights off of
snow and ice, which builds up in foul weather….they are vital, more than ever when visibility is poor. LED lights
especially accumulate snow and crud. Keep everything clean, so you can BE SEEN.
Pack winter driving essentials –– Besides the mandatory roadside emergency kit for trucking safety.
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* 3 Points of Contact: Remember to employ three points of contact at all times when entering or exiting the tractor, trailer, or climbing onto or down from the catwalk. This means always having both
hands and one foot or both feet and one hand in contact with your equipment. Making this a habit
can prevent slips, trips and falls!
* Seven Second Rule: Consider seven seconds to be the minimum safe following distance under ideal
conditions. Remember to leave extra space if conditions are less than ideal.
* Cruise Control: Do not use cruise control in less than ideal conditions. Using cruise control can be dangerous on wet or icy roads, as well as in areas where many speed corrections need to be made, such as on
winding or hilly roads, in heavy traffic, and in urban areas.
* Avoid Distractions: Keep both hands on the steering wheel in the 9&3 o’clock position. This allows the
maximum steering wheel movement in either direction without having to reposition your hands, giving you
the most leverage and control of your vehicle.
* School Zones/Construction Zones: For everyone’s safety, slow down to posted speeds when approaching school and construction zones and be prepared to stop. Obey all signs and workers who are directing
traffic.
* Tractor & Trailer Lights: Keep your headlights and clearance lights on at all times when driving. Also,
always make sure to keep your lights clean. Being visible is extremely important to your safety. Driving
with lights on will allow a fellow motorist to see your equipment sooner. This will allow other drivers
more time to adjust to any potential hazards.
* Seatbelts: Wear a properly adjusted seatbelt at all times. In a team driving environment, as a sleeper-berth occupant, use belts and/or netting during operation of the truck. Do not occupy the upper bunk
unless the truck is parked. Seatbelts are the most effective vehicle safety device, saving thousands of
lives annually.
* Speed Limit: To ensure your personal safety and the safety of those around you, travel at or lower
than speeds of 65 mph or the otherwise posted speed limit of the roadway being travelled. Always ajust
your speed to a safe level as determined by the various driving conditions.
* Sunglasses: Blinding glare caused by low sun, sunlight reflecting off snow, other vehicles and/or buildings
can be potentially lethal. This danger can be greatly reduced by wearing sunglasses with polarized lenses
that filter glare. Choose sunglasses that have curved lenses to protect in front and to the sides, and thin
frames to free up peripheral vision. Always remove sunglasses when entering tunnels.
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In inclement weather slow down.
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items. Many of these are materials that you may
already have on hand or are easy to find. With a
little bit of effort, vehicles can be stocked up,
making a huge impact on winter driving safety.
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Hot is faster, because you can
catch a cold.
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